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Communications strategy 
All candidates need to plan their communication strategy before launching their 

campaign.  

Spreading the message of your aims, activities and attitudes is key to making sure 

that voters know what you believe in and what action you intend to take. To do this 

you’ll need an effective communications strategy. We’ll look at how you can put 

together your communications strategy now. 

What are you communicating? 

This may be as simple as raising awareness that you are running for office or as 

complicated as criticising a current piece of legislation. 



What’s your message? 

You need to consider what it is that you are trying to communicate and how you wish 

to use to communicate it.  

Begin by writing a simple summary of what you are trying to achieve. 

Further detail 

You’ll need to further explain your message:  

• What are you trying to do?  

• How will your actions affect people?  

• Are there any alternatives which should be considered?  

• What do you think about these alternatives?  

• What action do you want the public to take?  

Alternatively, you may just be looking to provide a short summary of your recent 

activities to keep supporters updated or to catch the interest of potential new voters.  

To help with this, try to come up with catchy phrases or quotes to grab the reader’s 

attention before getting into the detail. 

Most effective method of communication 
There are many different forms of written communication you may choose and we’ll 

look at these in detail later in the course.  

However, what you’ll need to do is decide upon which is the most effective method of 

communicating your message to your target audience.  

Consider the forms of communication that your audience are most likely to come into 

contact with. Then make sure you are using the right channels to ensure your 

message receives maximum exposure. 

  



Devising a communications strategy 
When devising a communications strategy, you should consider how many of your 

target audience will regularly be online and alternative ways of contacting people. 

Some facts to consider include:  

• Internet usage is lower amongst low income groups and over 65s  

• Fewer women are online at home than men  

• Only 35% of men and 29% of women use the internet to obtain information 

from public authorities  

• Whilst 95% of people do have access to the internet on a computer at home, 

5% do not and some with access may choose not to use it, or use it 

infrequently.  

Offcom’s Communication Market Reports provide annual statistical survey of 

developments in the communications sector; also quarterly updates setting out the 

latest public facts and figures.  

Written communications 
You may be required to research and create one or more of the following kinds of 

written communication: 

• Emails  

• Formal and informal letters  

• Press releases  

• Website and social media  

• Promotional materials, for example; leaflets, brochures and posters.  

  

http://stakeholders.ofcom.org.uk/market-data-research/market-data/communications-market-reports/


Letter correspondence 
Whilst campaigning for an election you may receive letters from members of the 

public and officials involved in the election, amongst others. 

Positive impressions 

Remember, every response you send gives you the chance to make a positive 

impression.  

You’re creating something people will see as not only representative of your view, 

but the view of any party you may be associated with. A letter may be the only direct 

contact you have with the person. A badly written letter may damage trust and 

undermine the hard work that you have done to engage with the public. 

Sensitive subjects 

People usually write because they disagree with a policy or they are unhappy with a 

service. You may deal with lots of sensitive subjects that have a significant effect on 

people’s everyday lives and that divide opinion.  

Surveys have shown that people value receiving replies in good time and in plain 

English, even when they do not agree with what you say. 

Consider language  

Always think about the language you use and whether it is appropriate.  

Remember to make sure that the information you give is consistent with other 

messages, such as those you give to the media. 

Plan, read, empathise 

Before you begin, it’s useful to plan what you want to say. It’s really important to read 

a letter thoroughly before you write a response. If you don’t, you may miss key 

issues.  

Think about your reader’s point of view to help you to arrange the information in the 

most persuasive order and clearly set out the reasoning behind your statements. 

  



Planning 

When you start preparing a response to correspondence from a member of the 

public or an official (or indeed any form of written communication), there are certain 

things that you need to take into account. 

Reading the correspondence 

Make sure you read the correspondence carefully and think about the content.  

You should ask yourself the following questions:  

• What does the correspondent want?  

• What questions has he or she asked?  

How to answer 

When you answer written correspondence consider these points:  

Are there any sensitive issues?  

What does the correspondent already know?  

• Can you assume any or some knowledge on their part? This will determine 

how detailed or technical your reply should be  

• Is there any information in the letter about the correspondent that will affect 

how you should draft the reply, for instance their age or their position?  

Alternative planning 

If you experience problems reading documents, you may already have techniques 

you use regularly; if not, you may want to consider:  

• printing the correspondence in large print or converting it to audio  

• screen readers and Optical character recognition software  

• replicating the correspondence with a different coloured background, overlay 

or font to make it easier to read. 



Maximise impact 
It’s at this stage that you’ll choose the words and how to set them out for maximum 

impact. This includes the number and size of paragraphs, sentences and layout. 

Consider visual elements 

Consider whether you want to use a table, bullet points or diagrams. Also think about 

whether you’ll need to include appendices. 

Spoken word  

If you experience difficulties when writing you may prefer to use voice recognition 

software. This will quickly convert your spoken ideas into text for you. 

Involving your reader 

An example letter written on a desk. 

Involving your reader 

It is crucial to think about your reader when writing a document. 

A good letter is one that focuses your reader on the message of your writing, rather 

than on the words you use. Here are some simple ways you can engage your 

reader. 

Answer all points 

You should make sure that you address all the points raised. This sounds obvious, 

but it’s quite easy to leave questions unanswered if you’re replying to a long letter. If 

you’re not able to provide advice on particular issues, briefly explain why and if 

possible include details of people or organisations that may be able to help. 

Provide evidence 

Don’t make statements that you can’t back up. You must provide evidence for any 

claims you make.  

You also need to make sure that you insert references for any sources of research 

that are cited. 



Be clear 

Make sure your message is clear and read through your document thoroughly. A 

short, well-constructed sentence is more effective than a padded out paragraph. 

Don’t use words that are difficult to understand, especially if you think that your 

reader might not know them. You’ll confuse the reader and weaken your message. 

Confirm names and addresses 

Make sure you:  

• Get titles right; ‘The RT Hon...’ not ‘Rt Hon’  

• Don’t punctuate addresses. 

Proofreading: some common errors 

Proofreading: some common errors. After you have completed your document, you 

will need to proofread it to ensure that it is free of errors. Remember to check for the 

following when you are reviewing your document. 

Don't just rely on your spellchecker. It won't correct your accidental use of 'their' 

instead of 'there' or if you leave out a 'not'. 

Apostrophes. The incorrect use of apostrophes is very common. Never use an 

apostrophe for plurals or possive pronouns such as 'its', 'his' and 'hers'. 

If you find that your task and vision is falling off track, don not let it affect you. 

However, you and your time will need to be on form to prevent this.' Further text on 

the page reads: 'Sentence length. Use full stops rather than carry on a sentence for 

too long, Do not use 'however' to join sentences up, sentences should not exceed 

approximately 20 words in length.'. 

overuse capital letters and be consistent: e.g. the Government Equalities Office (i.e. 

capital G, E and O). 

Tenses. Always check that your use of tense is correct and doesn't alternate 

between past, present and future. 



Difficult correspondence 
The majority of what you write may be well received, but sometimes it might become 

necessary to give someone a difficult message which they may not wish to receive. If 

you have to handle difficult correspondence, please remember the following: 

If elected, you would of course represent all of the members of the general public in 

your area, regardless of whether they voted for you or not. 

Present unpopular information upfront. You should present the information that you 

think the reader won't like clearly at the beginning of a reply to allow them to focus on 

the reasoning that follows. 

Second opinion. Discussing your draft reply with another person may give you good 

feedback about how well you are communicating the messages that you are trying to 

convey. 

Reading printed materials: devices and formats 
For blind and partially sighted people there are resources that can be used to make 

reading letters and other printed materials easier. It may be that you are already 

familiar with some of these, but here we'll detail some of the most prominent tools. 

Devices for those with low vision: Monoculars, binoculars, loupes, or prism 

spectacles. Video or electronic magnifier. This is otherwise known as a closed circuit 

television (CCTV) system. Other magnifiers such as hand stand, or portable devices. 

Devices for those with no vision: Optical character recognition (OCR) and/or a 

Qualified reader. 

Remember that it is a reasonable adjustment to ask for public documents to be 

made available in alternative formats. 

  



Email messages 
The second form of written correspondence you may expect are emails.  

You should respond to emails in the same way as you would respond to other forms 

of correspondence such as letters. However, if you’re dyslexic and find it more time 

consuming to write emails, you may want to send a short message to find out 

whether you can call instead. There are a number of other important things to 

remember when you write an email... 

Respond in a timely manner 
Always make sure you respond to online communication in a timely manner.  

If you think there may be a delay in replying to an email, because you do not have 

the information you need or if you will be too busy, respond with a message 

explaining that you will reply and provide a date when you can respond. 

Never assume privacy or security 
Don’t send anything over email that you wouldn’t want publicly posted and attributed 

to you. Remember that emails can – and do – get forwarded without your knowledge 

or consent.  

It’s also important to bear in mind that email is not a secure form of communication. 

It is even possible people could intercept your email illegally. 

Distinguish between formal and informal situations 
When you’re writing to a friend or a close colleague, it’s acceptable to use casual 

language, emoticons, abbreviations, alternative punctuation and spelling.  

However, these techniques are not appropriate in professional emails. A more formal 

approach should be used. 

  



Presentation 
Make sure that you leave lines between your paragraphs. This makes your email 

clear and easier to read. Avoid decorative fonts. Try to avoid using dramatic or 

unusual fonts to emphasise a message. Your recipient’s computer may not have the 

same features and unusual fonts can be difficult to read. 

Take a break 

Frequent breaks away from your computer screen are strongly advised to rest your 

eyes, whether you do or do not have access needs. 

Further considerations for making the most of your email messages 
Include a descriptive subject line.  

• A reader will read the subject line of an email before deciding what to do with 

it.  If your subject line is vague, empty or very long, you increase the likelihood 

of it being deleted or ignored.  

• Remember to take the time to write a subject line that describes the content 

and consider how to get the reader’s attention. 

Introduce yourself.  

• When you email someone who isn’t expecting a message from you, introduce 

yourself at the beginning of the message and include your name, occupation 

and any other important information. Also make sure that you provide your 

contact details, so that people contact you in other ways.  

• You may also want to include a link to your website or an online profile page if 

you have one. 

Help the reader to focus.   

• If your email contains many messages, number each point or use bullet points 

to highlight key issues and help the recipient to read through all of them.  

• If your points are detailed, consider whether to split them into separate points 

so your recipient can delete or respond to each individually. 

  



Avoid attachments.  

Rather than attaching a file that has to be opened in a separate program, copy and 

paste the most important part of the document into the body of your email message. 

If you have to send the full file, remember that attachments: 

• may be avoided as they can often contain viruses  

• may be ignored as they consume bandwidth  

• may be ignored if people do not have the time  

• may not be delivered as they do not always work correctly on portable 

devices. 

Effective online writing 
It's important to remind yourself that the Internet is a public place. Information posted 

on websites, profile pages or social networking sites are available to anyone has 

access to it. The information that is published to the internet is virtually impossible to 

remove. It's also collected by search engines where it can be viewed by almost 

anyone. Let's think about generating content for online viewing now. 

People tend to scan online information. If they can't read your content quickly, they 

are likely to abandon the content. This means that they might miss out on important 

knowledge. To prevent this occurring, make sure you: create clear and simple 

content, cut out any unnecessary text, make the most of titles and subheadings so 

that readers know exactly what to expect, introduce important information right at the 

beginning. 

Know your audience and give them the facts. Are you writing for individuals, local 

people or a wider audience? Your audience is made up of people from a wide range 

of backgrounds, with different levels of understanding and interest in what you want 

to tell them. Your information should be understood whether or not someone has any 

experience of the issue that you're writing about. Make sure that you explain: What is 

involved and who is affected?  Why they need to know about it and when it will 

happen?  How will it affect them? 

  



Be consistent in style. This will make your online communications easy to 

understand, appropriate and professional. Once you've finished drafting your online 

content, read it out loud or get someone else to do so on your behalf. You'll know 

immediately if the tone of your online content sounds out of place or if it's too formal. 

Each webpage you create must stand alone. A reader may be directed to a single 

page on your website or social media profile by a number of different webpages. 

This means the reader must be able to understand the content of each of your 

webpages individually. Consider providing a brief introduction to help the reader 

understand the page as part of the wider body of content that makes up your website 

or social media profile. 

Promotional materials: dos and don’ts 
Consider these dos and don’ts for writing brochures, leaflets and posters. 

Do's 

Remember that the average reader has a short attention span. Make sure that your 

main message can be easily and quickly understood  

• Try not to cram too much content onto your promotional material and ensure 

that it is all easy to read  

• Use titles to guide your reader through your material. Headlines that use 

quotes can attract attention  

• Try to provide new information and use numbers in copy when you can. For 

example, '10 Reasons to Vote for ...'  

Don’ts 

• Over-use italics and unnecessary capital letters as these can be tiring and 

difficult to read, particularly for those with a visual impairment  

• Write “I” more times than “you” or "we". Make sure that you address the 

reader more than you give your own opinion  

• Use more than two different fonts – this might look untidy. 



Monitoring  
To monitor your written communications you’ll need to take three important steps. 

These are:  

1. Summarise your goals  

2. Set targets which you can evaluate and report against  

3. Decide how you’ll collect and record your data.  

Monitoring measures your progress in relation to your: 

• budget  

• activities  

• output.  

It also: 

• identifies problems and solutions  

• should be carried out at all levels of your communications  

• uses formal and informal methods to gather data  

• focuses on resources, costs and activities, planned outputs and people 

involved  

• is a key source of data for evaluation. 

Evaluation 
When evaluating your communications, you’ll need to ask yourself:  

• What is the purpose?  

• What questions are you trying to answer?  

• How comprehensive should you make your evaluation and what is your 

approach?  

• What should you measure?  

• Is anyone else responsible for it? What should their role be?  

• What are the main sources of data and how should it be gathered?  

• How should you analyse and present your data?  

• How much will it cost?  

• Do you have the resources you need? 
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